April is sharing month at AdventistBookCenter.com. Take a look through our titles, old and new, and you will find the perfect book to give to your family member, neighbor, coworker, or even a complete stranger. ~Jonathan
Life Without Limits
By Clifford Goldstein
Clifford Goldstein takes on some of life’s biggest questions and offers some answers that will change how you view—and live—your life.
On Sale.
Available in hardback and paperback.

How to Survive Armageddon
By John C. Brunt
Find the answers you have been searching for (and ones you never expected to find) in this Bible-based study that reveals the solid truths about the end-times.
On Sale.

Miracle of the Seventh-day Ox
By Bradley Booth
Persecuted for his faith in a Siberian prison camp, Nickolai and an old ox work together to perform a weekly miracle, witnessing for Christ in the most discouraging conditions—and winning souls along the way.
On Sale.

Not Alone
By Cheryl Porter
Kellie’s family never had time for her, so she tried to find friends in the spiritual realm and acquired her own “ghost.” But the attention soon turned ugly. Cheryl Porter based this story on her own escape from the tantalizing dangers of the occult.
On Sale.
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